ABSTRACT

Introduction:

Research is an intellectual process which throws light on various innovative issues. It also helps for the modification of previous concepts. It enriches our knowledge and wisdom. It gives proper justice to some neglected themes. The best quality research may be theoretical or applied is highly essential for the development of the concerned subject.

Aristotle is known as the “Father of Political Science”. In his famous volume ‘Politics’; he explains that man is a social, rational and political animal. According to him the intellectual visionary and skillful leadership plays a very important role in the socio-economic, cultural and political transformation of the society in the multi-dimensional ways.

Selection of the present research theme:

The leadership in Maharashtra has two important sources viz (a) Sugar Lobby and (b) kith and kin relationship with a very strong political family background.

But there are certain exceptions like Hon. Yashwantrao Chavan, Mr. R.R. Patil and the leaders like Mr. Babanrao Pachpute, because in the initial stage they neither belonged to sugar lobby, nor they had strong, sound financial and powerful political background. They didn’t have blessings of powerful political Godfathers. Their leadership emerged independently only because of their individual political merits and leadership qualities. Hon Yashwantrao is known as the Architect of Maharashtra State. Similarly the other leaders have also contributed in the development of Maharashtra State. Some of the leaders received proper recognition but some were totally neglected. Mr. Babanrao Pachpute is amongst those leaders, whose contribution was neglected. The present research theme has been selected for giving proper justice to Mr. Pachpute's valuable contribution in the development of Maharashtra.

Objectives of the Research Work:

The prime objective of the present study is the critical analysis of Mr. Pachpute’s leadership in the development of the Maharashtra State to evaluate the significance of his leadership, conflict and struggles against established leadership. To evaluate his contribution in social cultural educational and political sectors, his contribution
as the Minister of various portfolios, his contribution in private sugar factories and his role in the socio-cultural and religious engineering.

**Literature Review:**

A great deal of literature review has been done before selecting the theme of the present research work. Literature in this context consist of the following

**(A) Books:**

1. Encyclopedias
   a) General
   b) Specific
2. Years Books
3. Text Books
4. Reference Books

**(B) Journal Published:**

Monthly   Quarterly   Half Yearly

Annually   E Journals

**(C) Reports:**

1. Government Reports
2. Seminar Reports
   Conference proceedings

**(D) Research Dissertations and thesis**

**(E) Newspaper Article**

**(F) Micro Forms:** Audio and Video Tapes

Micro Cards, Micro Films

* Hypotheses and Methodology:
* **Hypothese:** For the critical analysis of the present research work seven hypothese were formulated to evaluate his contribution in the seven different sectors.

**CHAPTER 1 –**

**INTRODUCTION**

The chapter deals with the concepts of political leadership, role of leadership in nation building and change in the concept of leadership.

The geographical background of the work place i.e. Ahmednagar district – its location and situation. Geographical background of Shrigonda Tehsil - its location and situation. Objectives of the research work. The Maratha Ethos etc.

**CHAPTER 2 –**

**PREVIOUS REVIEW OF LITERATURE:**

The second chapter includes the following sub units / points – Need of literature review, Literature classification, Purpose of review, Search procedure planning of the review work, Reference etc.

**CHAPTER 3 –**

**RESEARCH METHODOLOGY:**

The topic highlights some important concepts viz. Research, Social science research, Objectives of social science research, Functions or uses, scope and limitations of social research, Ethics in Social Sciences Research, The process of scientific research, Research in political Science etc.

**CHAPTER 4 –**

**LIFE SKETCH OF MR. BABANRAO PACHPUTE:**

The topic throws light on the life sketch of Mr. Pachpute. His childhood and grooming, social work, entrance in politics, development oriented progressive leadership, graphical presentation etc.
CHAPTER 5 –

BABANRAO PACHPUTE’S CONTRIBUTION IN SOCIAL FIELD:

The topic deals with the Salient features of Indian Rural Economy, development projects in the constituency, projects successfully completed, projects for social development, development projects undertaken as an M.L.A., provision of finical resources, funds through Ministry Local Development Funds, Assembly Questions on various issues etc.

CHAPTER 6 –

BABANRAO PACHPUTE’S CONTRIBUTION IN CO-OPERATIVE SECTOR:

Origin and development of co-operative movement in India, Maharashtra & Ahmednagar district, new economic policies, challenges, strategies for revitalization, role and importance of co-operative movement in modern economy. Pioneering contribution in co-operative sector - Saikrupa Dairy, Sugar Industry, Saikrupa Sugar Factory, Shrigonda Co-operative Sugar Factory, Consumer stores Kashti etc.

CHAPTER 7 –

Mr. PACHPUTE’S CONTRIBUTION IN POLITICAL FIELD:

The topic highlights – Political conditions in Maharashtra, various political conditions in Maharashtra, various political parties, the opposition, sugar lobby, Babanrao Pachpute’s political career, unique record, role as a regional president of Nationalist Congress Party, remarkable contribution as Ministers of various portfolios etc.

CHAPTER 8 –

BABANRAO PACHPUTE’S CONTRIBUTION IN RELIGIOUS AND CULTURAL SECTORS:

The topic deals with certain points like multidimensional personality of Mr. Pachpute, struggle for eradication of untouchability, dignity of labours, struggle for education,
holy functions, eradication of addiction, spirituality, empathy, shrewd politician with spiritual heritage etc.

CHAPTER 9 –

RESULT AND DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION:

The topic includes the subunits like- research, result and discussion according to seven different hypotheses, political career, struggle and conflict, development of Ahmednagar district, charismatic leadership, socio-economic transformation, development through education – Vichardhara Trust, Parikrama etc., contribution in religious and cultural sectors, shrewd politician etc.

CHAPTER 10 –

Recommendations and summary gains, Limitations, Scope for further works:

It deals with definitions and types of research recommendations for better generalizations, refining theories, predictions, interpretations, diversity and tool against exploitations, new theories, model building and laws.

SUMMARY GAINS –

Source of inspiration for struggles, calamities converted in golden opportunities, astonishing achievements, successful industrialist, lifesaving award by Hon. President of India.

Limitations of the research, limitation of the present research work and scope for further works.

SUMMARY –

The present research work will be certainly beneficial for the researchers in future. It will be also useful for the verification and modification of some political issues. It will
certainly help for finding probable better solutions for certain political problems from humanitarian point of view for human welfare.
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